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Abstract
Deep reinforcement learning has made significant progress in the field of contin-
uous control, such as physical control and autonomous driving. However, it is
challenging for a reinforcement model to learn a policy for each task sequentially
due to catastrophic forgetting. Specifically, the model would forget knowledge it
learned in the past when trained on a new task. We consider this challenge from two
perspectives: i) acquiring task-specific skills is difficult since task information and
rewards are not highly related; ii) learning knowledge from previous experience is
difficult in continuous control domains. In this paper, we introduce an end-to-end
framework namely Continual Diversity Adversarial Network (CDAN). We first
develop an unsupervised diversity exploration method to learn task-specific skills
using an unsupervised objective. Then, we propose an adversarial self-correction
mechanism to learn knowledge by exploiting past experience. The two learn-
ing procedures are presumably reciprocal. To evaluate the proposed method, we
propose a new continuous reinforcement learning environment named Continual
Ant Maze (CAM) and a new metric termed Normalized Shorten Distance (NSD).
The experimental results confirm the effectiveness of diversity exploration and
self-correction. It is worthwhile noting that our final result outperforms baseline by
18.35% in terms of NSD, and 0.61 according to the average reward.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning has become increasingly popular due to its success in addressing challenging
sequential decision-making problems [9]. Significant progress has been made in many real-world
applications, such as playing video games [17, 16, 4], robot control [6, 14], and robot navigation [12,
5, 32, 27]. Equipped with reinforcement learning, agents are able to learn strategies in very complex
environments [24, 25] and even cooperate in multi-agent competition [2]. However, unlike humans
who can continually acquire skills and transfer previously learned knowledge throughout their life
span, agents suffer from the catastrophic forgetting issue. That is to say, reinforcement agents are
prone to forget the knowledge they learned in the past.
To address the catastrophic forgetting problem, continual reinforcement learning has been extensively
studied. In this problem, a reinforcement model continually learns over time by accommodating new
knowledge while retaining previously learned skills (also called behaviors). Recently, Kaplanis et al.
[13] propose a synaptic model equipped with tabular and deep Q-learning agent to solve this problem.
However, when the number of tasks increases, the performance of this method is limited. More
importantly, Q-learning becomes infeasible when applied to complex continuous control problems,
where action spaces are continuous and often high-dimensional [26, 14].
In this paper, we focus on solving continual reinforcement learning problems in the field of continuous
control, a task widely occurred in physical control [28] and autonomous driving [30]. One critical
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Figure 1: A simple demonstration of the proposed diversity exploration and self-correction. Left:
With diversity exploration, our model learns to perform different skills with respect to different tasks.
Right: The "skill" stands for the current skill, and the "skill′" stands for previously learned skill.
Model imitates skill′ if previous skill performs better.
challenge of this task is that rewards are not highly correlated to task information (e.g., task index
and other configurations). For example, in the early stages of training, a model would receive similar
rewards, even though in different environments. To solve this problem, researchers have proposed to
learn different skills with respect to different contexts. Eysenbach et al. [7] propose an unsupervised
exploration objective, diversity is all you need (DIAYN), to learn diverse behaviors in a reinforcement
learning paradigm. They use the classification probability from the discriminator as a reward, which,
however, prevents the model from training in an end-to-end manner. More critically, directly applying
DIAYN to continual learning problems is infeasible. When the discriminator becomes more confident,
and rewards become higher in the latter stages, the model may abandon a good skill simply because
it wants to behave differently. Recent works [15, 19] introduce experience replay to learn from
previous knowledge, which is able to tackle this limitation. However, these methods only focus on
independently and identically distributed sampled data, making them impractical in our non-stationary
environment. How to exploit the previous experience in the continuous control domain remains
challenging.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end continual reinforcement learning framework in the domain of
continuous control. As shown in Figure 1, to address the above challenges, our method contains two
parts: diversity exploration and self-correction. Diversity exploration is an unsupervised objective
that optimizes a policy to learn task-specific skills. With the extra training signals provided by a
discriminator, diversity exploration encourages the policy to perform different behaviors with respect
to task-specific contexts. To exploit the knowledge in previous experience, we explore an adversarial
training mechanism to train the policy. In particular, we update the current policy using the previous
experience when it forgets the skills learned in the past. In this way, the policy is optimized to
maintain its performance in previous tasks. To further enable the end-to-end training, our policy is
designed to predict the next state for the discriminator in addition to the action.
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed framework, we propose a new continual reinforce-
ment learning setting called Continual Ant Maze (CAM). This environment instructs an ant to learn
to navigate in multiple mazes. Although the reward is widely used as an auxiliary indicator, we
propose a more intuitive metric, namely normalized shorten distance (NSD), to better evaluate the
performance of each model in our environment. Our experiments quantitatively and qualitatively
evaluate how diversity exploration and self-correction help our model find more useful skills and
avoid catastrophic forgetting. Experimental results suggest that our model outperforms baseline by
18.35% NSD.
2 Related Work
Our work is closely related to the following topics: deep reinforcement learning, unsupervised
reinforcement learning, and continual learning.
Deep Reinforcement Learning Research on deep reinforcement learning has been actively carried
out due to its excellent performance in an Atari game via Deep Q-Network (DQN) [18]. Recently,
many techniques [16, 21, 29, 31] have been studied to improve the performance of the reinforcement
learning algorithm. Even though Q-learning has achieved significant success, it is infeasible to
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apply Q-learning to continuous control problems due to the curse of dimensionality [6]. In
contrast, on-policy algorithms like A3C [16] can overcome this limitation because of their capability
of dealing with continuous and high-dimensional inputs. However, A3C suffers from poor data
efficiency and robustness. To solve this issue, TRPO [22] optimizes policy under certain constraints
to guarantee monotonic improvement. Nevertheless, TRPO is too complicated and is incompatible
with architectures that have auxiliary losses and shared weights. This drawback is further tackled by
PPO [23] using a clipped surrogate objective.
Unsupervised Reinforcement Learning Recently, several researchers have proposed unsupervised
training objectives for learning diverse skills. Gregor et al. [11] introduce a formalism of intrinsic
control maximization for unsupervised option learning. They first define options as policies with a
termination condition and propose to discover diverse intrinsic options using an information theoretic
learning criterion. Eysenbach et al. [7] optimize an information theoretic objective with a maximum
entropy policy. In this way, the agent learns skills that explore large parts of the state space and ensures
that each skill is individually distinct. Achiam et al. [1] discuss a connection between variational
option discovery and variational auto-encoders by solving a max-max optimization problem. Our
approach is closely related to [7, 1] but distinct from it. In addition to the max-max unsupervised
optimization function, we propose a min-max adversarial manner to learn from previous experience.
Continual Learning Continual learning is a long-standing goal of machine learning, where agents
learn a series of tasks experienced in sequence. Inspired by the human education system, Bengio et al.
[3] propose a continuation method, namely curriculum learning, to solve complex sequences of tasks.
A key issue of this paradigm is the catastrophic forgetting, i.e., the model often forgets the knowledge
learned from previous tasks. To tackle this problem, Rusu et al. [20] propose progressive networks.
They instantiate a new neural network for solving each task while enabling transferring features of
previously learned networks. Another attempt along this direction is the PathNet. Fernando et al. [8]
use a generic algorithm to select a pathway through a neural network. The pathway selected in the
previous task is fixed, and the agent is trained to select the best pathway for other tasks. Lopez-Paz et
al. [15] propose to use an episode memory and inequality constraints to enable the positive backward
transfer. Inspired by [15], Riemer et al. [19] encourage the network to share parameters when
gradient directions align and keep parameters separate when gradients cause interference in opposite
directions.
3 Proposed Method
In our work, we study continual reinforcement learning in a continuous control environment. The
environment consists of several scenes, e.g., mazes in AntMaze, house scenes in Indoor Room
Navigation, etc. The configurations of these scenes are different in size, shape, and complexity, thus
leading to different reward functions. In our setting, an agent is required to learn from multiple tasks,
e.g., from task T1 to task TN , where N stands for the number of tasks. There are two challenges
to overcome this problem. First, the reward and policy gradient loss are not highly related to the
task information, resulting in insufficient training signals for learning task-specific skills. Second, in
continuous control tasks, the previous experience is high-dimensional and noisy, making it challenging
to leverage the previous knowledge.
To address the above challenges, we propose a framework called Continual Diversity Adversarial
Network (CDAN). Figure 1 shows a high-level explanation of how our method works. We first
propose diversity exploration to solve the challenge that reward function is not highly correlated to
the task information. It is an unsupervised method that encourages the model to explore possible
skills and to learn relationships between task scenes and policy skills. To prevent the model from
forgetting skills, we propose an adversarial learning method called self-correction to exploit previous
experience. In our work, the experience is a trajectory sampled from the reinforcement model. If the
previous trajectory outperforms the trajectory of the current model, the model imitates the previous
trajectory by maximizing the discriminated loss.
3.1 Preliminaries
For convenience, we formulate each task Ti as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP), defined by Ti = (S,A,O, P,R). Here, st ∈ S describes the state of an agent at time
t, and at ∈ A is the action performed by the agent under the condition of observation ot ∈ O.
3
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<latexit sha1_base64="yfc6NYWr3Im+ZBK4Ggu2CK70rVE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34W etX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGCaQttKJvNpl262YTdiVBKf4MXD4p49Qd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXZlIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23TJprxn2WylR3Qmq4FIr7KFDyTqY5TULJ2+Hobu a3n7g2IlWPOM54kNCBErFgFK3k91iUYr9SdWvuHGSVeAWpQoFmv/LVi1KWJ1whk9SYrudmGEyoRsEkn5Z7ueEZZSM64F1LFU24CSbzY6fk3CoRiVNtSyGZq78nJjQxZpyEtjOhODTL3kz8z+ vmGN8EE6GyHLlii0VxLgmmZPY5iYTmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrT5lG0I3vLLq6RVr3mXtfrDVbVxW8RRglM4gwvw4BoacA9N8IGBgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfaWI62</latexit>
s00
<latexit sha1_base64="dV504m0wH7NqFh3G69kEtS6dObQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvoqeyqoMeiF48V7Ae0S8mm2TY2myxJV ihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIb63nfqLCyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aRqWasgZVQul2SAwTXLKG5VawdqIZiUPBWuHoduq3npg2XMkHO05YEJOB5BGnxDqpabLJac/rlSte1ZsBLxM/JxXIUe+Vv7p9RdOYSUsFMabje4kNMqItp4JNSt3UsITQERmwjqOSxMwE2ezaCT5xSh9HSruSF s/U3xMZiY0Zx6HrjIkdmkVvKv7ndVIbXQcZl0lqmaTzRVEqsFV4+jruc82oFWNHCNXc3YrpkGhCrQuo5ELwF19eJs3zqn9RPb+/rNRu8jiKcATHcAY+XEEN7qAODaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj7mrQWUzxzCH6DPHyq+jts=</latexit>
s0t
<latexit sha1_base64="mHQDrhvNE0dK4y5eWkLk0kpNhaY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0lU0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt 2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80jUo14w2mpNLtgBouRcwbKFDydqI5jQLJW8Hoduq3nrg2QsUPOE64H9FBLELBKFqpabLJaQ975YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy1Hvlr25fsTTiMTJJjel4boJ+RjUKJvmk1E0NTygb0QHvWBrTiBs/m 107ISdW6ZNQaVsxkpn6eyKjkTHjKLCdEcWhWfSm4n9eJ8Xw2s9EnKTIYzZfFKaSoCLT10lfaM5Qji2hTAt7K2FDqilDG1DJhuAtvrxMmudV76J6fn9Zqd3kcRThCI7hDDy4ghrcQR0awOARnuEV3hzlvDjvzse8teDkM4fwB87nD5HOjx8=</latexit>
⌧ 0
<latexit sha1_base64="ecuqZmLRChsQgHdOSwDE2LjJYzU=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0mqoMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3 bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GdzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ildg9pmk3P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaM SNn83PnZIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tieONnQiUpcsUWi8JUEozJ7HcyEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0CZUsiF4yy+vklat6l1Waw9XlfptHkcRTuAULsCDa6jDPTSgCQzG8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gBKvo+J</latexit>
sk+1,0, sk+1,1, . . . , sk+1,t
<latexit sha1_base64="3JlLqLSNYR7wP4AgHo2nwdYLkN8=">AAACEHicbZ DLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARBUuZqYIui25cVrAXaIchk2ba0MyF5IxQhnkEN76KGxeKuHXpzrcxbQfR1h8CH/85J8n5vVhwBZb1ZRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dc3evpa JEUtakkYhkxyOKCR6yJnAQrBNLRgJPsLY3up7U2/dMKh6FdzCOmROQQch9TgloyzWPlZuOTu2KlVVwjrbGXj8ChX8syFyzbFWtqfAi2DmUUa6Ga37qO2gSsBCoIE p1bSsGJyUSOBUsK/USxWJCR2TAuhpDEjDlpNOFMnyknT72I6lPCHjq/p5ISaDUOPB0Z0BgqOZrE/O/WjcB/9JJeRgnwEI6e8hPBIYIT9LBfS4ZBTHWQKjk+q+YDo kkFHSGJR2CPb/yIrRqVfusWrs9L9ev8jiK6AAdohNkowtURzeogZqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBtvxvustWDkM/voj4yPb3wTmls=</latexit>
sk+2,0, sk+2,1, . . . , sk+2,t
<latexit sha1_base64="TyB4zacpsZwgZjnUGHPA9KVoleI=">AAACEHicbZ DLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARBUuZqYIui25cVrAXaIchk2ba0MyF5IxQhnkEN76KGxeKuHXpzrcxbQfR1h8CH/85J8n5vVhwBZb1ZRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dc3evpa JEUtakkYhkxyOKCR6yJnAQrBNLRgJPsLY3up7U2/dMKh6FdzCOmROQQch9TgloyzWPlZuOTmsVK6vgHG2NvX4ECv9YkLlm2apaU+FFsHMoo1wN1/zUd9AkYCFQQZ Tq2lYMTkokcCpYVuolisWEjsiAdTWGJGDKSacLZfhIO33sR1KfEPDU/T2RkkCpceDpzoDAUM3XJuZ/tW4C/qWT8jBOgIV09pCfCAwRnqSD+1wyCmKsgVDJ9V8xHR JJKOgMSzoEe37lRWjVqvZZtXZ7Xq5f5XEU0QE6RCfIRheojm5QAzURRQ/oCb2gV+PReDbejPdZa8HIZ/bRHxkf34DZml4=</latexit>
sk,0, sk,1, . . . , sk,t, sk,t+1
<latexit sha1_base64="3PF6Wdfa4fiWoa9+iED0YIUtAPc=">AAACFXicbZ DLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARBEtJqqDLohuXFWwttCFMppN26OTCzIlQQl7Cja/ixoUibgV3vo3TNIK2Hhj4+P9zZub8Xiy4Asv6MkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvXUV EiKWvTSESy6xHFBA9ZGzgI1o0lI4En2J03vpr6d/dMKh6FtzCJmROQYch9TgloyTVryk3HNSur4RxsDf1BBAoXAvw4cGJnrlm16lZeeBHsAqqoqJZrfurLaBKwEK ggSvVsKwYnJRI4FSyr9BPFYkLHZMh6GkMSMOWk+VYZPtLKAPuR1CcEnKu/J1ISKDUJPN0ZEBipeW8q/uf1EvAvnJSHcQIspLOH/ERgiPA0IjzgklEQEw2ESq7/iu mISEJBB1nRIdjzKy9Cp1G3T+uNm7Nq87KIo4wO0CE6RjY6R010jVqojSh6QE/oBb0aj8az8Wa8z1pLRjGzj/6U8fENMp+c9g==</latexit>
. . .<latexit sha1_base64="UJW5I2 4RI/kZL+xjgSr/gDFv38o=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAFHzFL8Qv1KOXjcTE E2nxoEeiF4+YWCCBhmyXLWzYbpvdVxPS8Bu8eNAYr/4gb/4bF+hBwUk 2mcy8yb43YSqFQdf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZJMM+6zRCa6G1 LDpVDcR4GSd1PNaRxK3gknd3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlIgEo2glvz9M0A yqNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDapfNseymCtkkhrT89wUg5xqFEzyWaWfGZ5SN qEj3rNU0ZibIF8sOyMXVhmSKNH2KSQL9Xcip7Ex0zi0kzHFsVn15uJ/X i/D6CbIhUoz5IotP4oySTAh88vJUGjOUE4toUwLuythY6opQ9tPxZbg rZ68TtqNundVbzw0as3boo4ynME5XIIH19CEe2iBDwwEPMMrvDnKeXH enY/laMkpMqfwB87nD/IWjsQ=</latexit>
⌧ˆ
<latexit sha1_base64="O+X1/dEEB9bqrmDrXBhdibpPOTI=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdWGgjBm0sI5 gLZpcwO5kkQ2Znl5mzQljyFjYWimjpg9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRPBNbrut5VbWl5ZXcuv2xubW9s7hd29uo5TRVmNxiJWzZBoJrhkNeQoWDNRjEShYI1wcDXOG/dMaR7LWxwmLIhIT/IupwSNdef3CWY+knTULhTdkjuRswjeDIoXH/Z58vZlV9uFT78T0z RiEqkgWrc8N8EgIwo5FWxk+6lmCaED0mMtg5JETAfZZOKRc2ScjtONlXkSnYn7uyMjkdbDKDSVEcG+ns/G5n9ZK8XuWZBxmaTIJJ1+1E2Fg7EzXt/pcMUoiqEBQhU3szq0TxShaI5kmyN48ysvQr1c8k5K5RuvWLmEqfJwAIdwDB6cQgWuoQo1oCDhAZ7g2dLWo/ VivU5Lc9asZx/+yHr/AVPjlFc=</latexit>
cj ⇠ p(i)
<latexit sha1_base64="fYHB3vSTZ4RrUlaYPMZl+Q5UUmA=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuFfRY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGJ tk1yRbK0t/hxYMiXv0x3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR0litAGiXik2gHWlDNJG4YZTtuxolgEnLaC0e3Mb42p0iySD2YSU1/ggWQhI9hYySe9R9TVTKC4zM57xZJbcedAq8TLSAky1HvFr24/Iomg0hCOte54bmz8FCvDCKfTQjfRNMZkhAe0Y6nEgm o/nR89RWdW6aMwUrakQXP190SKhdYTEdhOgc1QL3sz8T+vk5jw2k+ZjBNDJVksChOOTIRmCaA+U5QYPrEEE8XsrYgMscLE2JwKNgRv+eVV0qxWvItK9f6yVLvJ4sjDCZxCGTy4ghrcQR0aQOAJnuEV3pyx8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP3HhkTs=</latexit>
D 
<latexit sha1_base64="ePJQkS8+1xpYZoYCP4xVDtKZB24=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KrtV0GNRDx4r2A9ol5JNs21sNglJV ihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXKc6M9f1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2jUw1oQ0iudTtCBvKmaANyyynbaUpTiJOW9HoZuq3nqg2TIoHO1Y0TPBAsJgRbJ3UvO111ZD1SmW/4s+AlkmQkzLkqPdKX92+JGlChSUcG9MJfGXDDGvLCKeTYjc1VGEywgPacVTghJowm107QadO6aNYalfCopn 6eyLDiTHjJHKdCbZDs+hNxf+8TmrjqzBjQqWWCjJfFKccWYmmr6M+05RYPnYEE83crYgMscbEuoCKLoRg8eVl0qxWgvNK9f6iXLvO4yjAMZzAGQRwCTW4gzo0gMAjPMMrvHnSe/HevY9564qXzxzBH3ifP1iXjvo=</latexit>
D 
<latexit sha1_base64="ePJQkS8+1xpYZoYCP4xVDtKZB24=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KrtV0GNRDx4r2A9ol5JNs21sNglJV ihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXKc6M9f1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2jUw1oQ0iudTtCBvKmaANyyynbaUpTiJOW9HoZuq3nqg2TIoHO1Y0TPBAsJgRbJ3UvO111ZD1SmW/4s+AlkmQkzLkqPdKX92+JGlChSUcG9MJfGXDDGvLCKeTYjc1VGEywgPacVTghJowm107QadO6aNYalfCopn 6eyLDiTHjJHKdCbZDs+hNxf+8TmrjqzBjQqWWCjJfFKccWYmmr6M+05RYPnYEE83crYgMscbEuoCKLoRg8eVl0qxWgvNK9f6iXLvO4yjAMZzAGQRwCTW4gzo0gMAjPMMrvHnSe/HevY9564qXzxzBH3ifP1iXjvo=</latexit>
(⌧ˆ)
<latexit sha1_base64="x22LhgmlZC70kTSCbzWRY5qIQx8=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQLyWpgh6LXjxWsLXQlLLZbtql m03YnRVK6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwjZ737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRWydGUdaiiUhUJySaCS5ZCzkK1kkVI3Eo2GM4vp35j09MaZ7IB5ykrBeToeQRpwStFFSDEcEsQGKm5/1yxat5c7irxM9JBXI0++WvYJBQEzOJVBCtu76XYi8jCjkVbFoKjGYpoWMyZF1LJY mZ7mXzm6fumVUGbpQoWxLdufp7IiOx1pM4tJ0xwZFe9mbif17XYHTdy7hMDTJJF4siI1xM3FkA7oArRlFMLCFUcXurS0dEEYo2ppINwV9+eZW06zX/ola/v6w0bvI4inACp1AFH66gAXfQhBZQSOEZXuHNMc6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4Avq2Rfg==</latexit>
(⌧ 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="d1EEFqxWDTfvIrPoBOxIqreOgBQ=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDjJexGQY9BLx4jmIckIcxOZpMhM7vLTK8Ql nyFFw+KePVzvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXeXH0th0HW/nZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDYMFGiGa+zSEa65VPDpQh5HQVK3oo1p8qXvOmPbqd+84lrI6LwAccx7yo6CEUgGEUrPZY6SJN0cnbeKxTdsjsDWSZeRoqQodYrfHX6EUsUD5FJakzbc2PsplSjYJJP8p3E8JiyER3wtqUhVdx009nBE3JqlT4JIm0rRDJTf0+kVB kzVr7tVBSHZtGbiv957QSD624qwjhBHrL5oiCRBCMy/Z70heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytBnlbQje4svLpFEpexflyv1lsXqTxZGDYziBEnhwBVW4gxrUgYGCZ3iFN0c7L8678zFvXXGymSP4A+fzBxN4j+4=</latexit>
sample
<latexit sha1_base64="NNNlP9OqgEzkMinuYP6FTT lymLk=">AAAB+nicbVDNTgIxGPwW/xD/Fj16aQQTT2QXD3okevGIiYAJbEi3FGhou5u2qyErj+LFg8Z49Um8+T Z2YQ8KTtJkMvN97XTCmDNtPO/bKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wdu+bCto0QR2iIRj9R9iDXlTNKWYYbT+1hRLEJOO+Hk OvM7D1RpFsk7M41pIPBIsiEj2Fip75arPYHNWIlUYxFzOqv23YpX8+ZAq8TPSQVyNPvuV28QkURQaQjHWnd9Lz ZBipVhxF5Y6iWaxphM8Ih2LZVYUB2k8+gzdGqVARpGyh5p0Fz9vZFiofVUhHYyy6mXvUz8z+smZngZpEzGiaGS LB4aJhyZCGU9oAFTlBg+tQQTxWxWRMZYYWJsWyVbgr/85VXSrtf881r9tl5pXOV1FOEYTuAMfLiABtxAE1pA4B Ge4RXenCfnxXl3PhajBSffOYI/cD5/AEJwk/4=</latexit>
Decoder
<latexit sha1_base64="ui7YxG+nkQJkCzAKeK5M0ysv4pQ=">AAAB+3icbVA9T8MwFHTKVylfoYwsFi0SU5WUAcYKGBiLRE ulNqoc56W1aieR7SCqqH+FhQGEWPkjbPwbnDYDtJxk6XT3nt75/IQzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9mG1q+JUUujQmMey5xMFnEXQ0Uxz6CUSiPA5PPiT69x/eASpWBzd62kCniCjiIWMEm2koV2tDwTRYymyG6BxAHJWH9o1p+HMgVeJW5AaKtAe2l+DIKapgE hTTpTqu06ivYxIzSiHWWWQKkgInZAR9A2NiADlZfPsM3xqlACHsTQv0niu/t7IiFBqKnwzmQdVy14u/uf1Ux1eehmLklRDRBeHwpRjHeO8CBwwCVTzqSGESmayYjomklBt6qqYEtzlL6+SbrPhnjead81a66qoo4yO0Qk6Qy66QC10i9qogyh6Qs/oFb1ZM+vFer c+FqMlq9g5Qn9gff4Au5CUPA==</latexit>
taskj
<latexit sha1_base64="+HnNRz6C/6DXdAN19 xfFh6QoIIo=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXCiOLRYvEVCVlgLGChbFI9CG1UeS4bmtqJ5F9A6pC P4WFAYRY+RI2/ganzQAtR7J0dM69uscniAXX4DjfVmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z+wy4dtHSWKshaNRKS6A dFM8JC1gINg3VgxIgPBOsHkOvM7D0xpHoV3MI2ZJ8ko5ENOCRjJt8vVviQwVjIFoicz/77q2xWn5s yBV4mbkwrK0fTtr/4goolkIVBBtO65TgxeShRwKtis1E80iwmdkBHrGRoSybSXzqPP8KlRBngYKfN CwHP190ZKpNZTGZjJLKde9jLxP6+XwPDSS3kYJ8BCujg0TASGCGc94AFXjIKYGkKo4iYrpmOiCAXT VsmU4C5/eZW06zX3vFa/rVcaV3kdRXSMTtAZctEFaqAb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tjMVqw8p0j9 AfW5w85fZP4</latexit>
taski
<latexit sha1_base64="8DiMxocLF5c1/1yE 4OeQgaWqfoM=">AAAB+nicbVA9T8MwFHTKVylfKYwsFi0SU5WUAcYKFsYi0RapjSLHdVqrdhLZL6 Aq9KewMIAQK7+EjX+D02aAlpMsne7e0ztfkAiuwXG+rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39gVw+7Ok4VZR0ai1 jdB0QzwSPWAQ6C3SeKERkI1gsm17nfe2BK8zi6g2nCPElGEQ85JWAk367WB5LAWMkMiJ7MfF737Z rTcObAq8QtSA0VaPv212AY01SyCKggWvddJwEvIwo4FWxWGaSaJYROyIj1DY2IZNrL5tFn+NQoQ xzGyrwI8Fz9vZERqfVUBmYyz6mXvVz8z+unEF56GY+SFFhEF4fCVGCIcd4DHnLFKIipIYQqbrJiO iaKUDBtVUwJ7vKXV0m32XDPG83bZq11VdRRRsfoBJ0hF12gFrpBbdRBFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz4Wo yWr2DlCf2B9/gA3+JP3</latexit>
task1
<latexit sha1_base64="yo03Zb5kxhzyvHNN j5nUUaXySAA=">AAAB+nicbVA9T8MwFHTKVylfKYwsFi0SU5WUAcYKFsYi0RapjSLHdVqrdhLZL6 Aq9KewMIAQK7+EjX+D02aAlpMsne7e0ztfkAiuwXG+rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39gVw+7Ok4VZR0ai1 jdB0QzwSPWAQ6C3SeKERkI1gsm17nfe2BK8zi6g2nCPElGEQ85JWAk367WB5LAWMkMiJ7MfLfu2z Wn4cyBV4lbkBoq0Pbtr8EwpqlkEVBBtO67TgJeRhRwKtisMkg1SwidkBHrGxoRybSXzaPP8KlRh jiMlXkR4Ln6eyMjUuupDMxknlMve7n4n9dPIbz0Mh4lKbCILg6FqcAQ47wHPOSKURBTQwhV3GTFd EwUoWDaqpgS3OUvr5Jus+GeN5q3zVrrqqijjI7RCTpDLrpALXSD2qiDKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn0sR ktWsXOE/sD6/AHi0ZO/</latexit>
Memory for taskj
<latexit sha1_base64="mDMm1rCvH8wr1/Lj0+wuXHQGYi k=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZeCBFvBVZmpC10W3bgRKtgHdIYhk6ZtbJIZkowwDN258VfcuFDErb/gzr8x085Cqw cCh3PuJeeeMGZUacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXUVEiMWnjiEWyFyJFGBWkralmpBdLgnjISDecXOZ+955IRSNxq9OY +ByNBB1SjLSRAvuw5nGkx5Jn14RHMvXgMJIe1EhNpsFdLbCrTt2ZAf4lbkGqoEArsD+9QYQTToTGDCnVd51Y+xmSmmJGph UvUSRGeIJGpG+oQJwoP5vdMYXHRhnkAcwTGs7UnxsZ4kqlPDSTeWi16OXif14/0cNzP6MiTjQReP7RMGFQRzAvBQ6oJFiz 1BCEJTVZIR4jibA21VVMCe7iyX9Jp1F3T+uNm0a1eVHUUQYH4AicABecgSa4Ai3QBhg8gCfwAl6tR+vZerPe56Mlq9jZB7 9gfXwDtaOZMg==</latexit>
Ej
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Figure 2: The pipeline of the Continual Diversity Adversarial Network (CDAN). The current step
of training is i, and context distribution function over tasks is p(i). Here, cj is a vector of context
feature sampled from p(i), which belongs to taskj . Dφ consists of an LSTM layer(yellow circles), a
fully connected layer(yellow triangles), and an average pooling layer (grey rectangle).
The probabilistic state-action transition function is represented as p(st+1 | st, at). The reward
rt = R(st, at) is a predefined function related to the task. Note that for simplify notation without
loss of generality, we use st to represent what the agent observes from this task.
The policy function pi, defined by θ, receives a state st at step t as input and predicts an action
distribution. The action at is sampled from the action distribution, marked as at ∼ piθ(st). Starting
from state s0, piθ generates a state trajectory τ = (s0, . . . st). We optimize the probability of action
with the greatest advantage via policy gradient objective:
max
θ
Eat,st∼pi(θ) log (piθ(at | st))A(at, st), (1)
where A(at, st) = Q(at, st)−V (st) means the advantage of choosing an action at. Q(at, st) stands
for the value choosing at with state st and V (st) stands for the accumulated value of state st.
3.2 End-to-end Diversity Exploration
Since task information does not have a high correlation with reward and policy gradient loss, models
may collapse even though task information is incorporated into the input. To be specific, model lacks
of useful training signals since it receives similar rewards in different tasks. As a result, learning
task-specific skills is extremely difficult. To address this issue, we seek to provide an extra training
signals for model to learn the relationship between skills and tasks.
We propose a diversity exploration method to learn conditioned skills. We define context c ∼ p(Ti),
where c contains task-specific information and a random variable, and p(Ti) is a context distribution.
Note that even with different random variables, different c belong to the same task as long as their
task information is the same. We concatenate c together with st and feed it to policy pi for each time
step t. Our policy piθ predicts next step sˆt in addition to action at, represented as piθ(sˆt, at | st−1, c).
By interacting with the environment, our model samples a real trajectory τ = (s0, . . . , sn) and a
predicted trajectory τˆ = (sˆ0, . . . , sˆn). Rather than identifying behavior with an arbitrary state st,
we use a discriminator Dφ to recover a context from a complete trajectory. We use the following
objective to optimize policy piθ and discriminator Dφ jointly:
max
θ,φ
Ec,τˆ∼pi logDφ(piθ(τˆ | c)). (2)
Here, the discriminator Dφ learns to classify c for different trajectories τ . Also, the policy piθ learns
to generate similar trajectories for the same context c and different trajectories for different contexts
in order to facilitate the classification of discriminator on the other hand. The major advantage of this
formulation is we can optimize policy piθ and discriminator Dφ in an end-to-end manner.
Note that we use states rather than actions to distinguish skills since actions are not observable. We
regularize each state sˆt in τˆ with L1 loss:
min
θ
Eτ,τˆ∼pi,c
n∑
t=0
|piθ(sˆt | st−1, c)− st|. (3)
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Algorithm 1: Continual Deep Reinforcement Learning
Input: E: an environment containing multiple tasks
Input: p(Ti): a context distribution defined by tasks Ti
Input: α1, α2, α3: learning rates
M ← {}
for i = 1, . . . , T do
while j = 1, . . . , time steps do
τ ← {}, τcj ← {}
Sample batch of task contexts cj ← p(Ti)
foreach cj do
s0 ← initial(E, cj) // Initialize environment with context
// Sample trajectories, trajectory predictions, discounted rewards, values, actions
τcj , τˆcj , R, V,A = inference(pi, s0, E)
θ ← Adam(R, V,A, τcj , τˆcj , θ, φ, α1) // Optimize piθ by Formulation (1), (2), (3)
φ← Adam(cj , τˆcj , φ, α2) // Optimize Dφ by Formulation (2)
τ ← τ ∪ {τcj}, τˆ ← τˆ ∪ {τˆcj}
M ←M ∪ {τ}
τ ′ ← sample(M) // Sample batch of trajectories from memory
θ, φ← Adam(τˆ , τ ′, θ, φ, α3) // Jointly Optimize piθ and Dφ by Formulation (4)
This objective serves as a constraint guaranteeing that the discriminator uses states rather than actions
to distinguish skills. Also, it is an auxiliary function introducing additional supervision to improve
data efficiency and help model converge faster.
3.3 Adversarial Self-Correction
In continual reinforcement learning, models are prone to forget previously learned skills when trained
on new tasks. Experience replay is a widely adopted solution to this problem. In continuous control,
however, since trajectories are high-dimensional and noisy, exploiting trajectories to learn previous
knowledge is extremely hard. The discriminator described in section 3.2 is able to recover contexts
from trajectories. Therefore, the context prediction D(τˆ) contains rich information about skills, for
which we consider using D(τˆ) to leverage knowledge learned previously.
The method we use to exploit D(τˆ) is shown in Figure 2. When training the model in taskj (taskj
can be taski or a task prior to taski), we sample trajectories by inference and store them in memory
M . Then, we sample a batch of trajectories from M . We define τ ′ as a trajectory sampled from
M and τˆ as a trajectory sampled from the current policy piθ. Note that we ensure that τˆ and τ ′
are sampled from same task, with the same starting position and the same pose. Self-correction
compares a trajectory τ from the current policy piθ with a trajectory τ ′ sampled from M . We want τˆ
to be closer to τ ′ if τ ′ performs better (e.g., the accumulated reward is greater) but far away from
τ ′ elsewise (optimized by Formulation (2)). To minimize the distance of two skills, we utilize the
trajectory information decoded by the discriminator. To be specified, we use the context recovered by
discriminator, Dφ(τ ′) , to serve as a soft label of imitation. On the other hand, we optimize Dφ to
distinguish τˆ and τ ′. Thus, we propose the following minimax formulation, where piθ and Dφ are
jointly optimized:
min
φ
max
θ
Ec,τˆ∼pi,τ ′∼MDφ(τ ′)logDφ(piθ(τˆ | c)). if
∑t
i=0 γ
ir′i >
∑t
i=0 γ
iri. (4)
We use discounted reward to indicate the performance of trajectories and denote γ for the discount
factor. Note that Formulation (4) is essentially the minimax problem, which optimizes piθ and
Dφ alternatively in GAN [10] manner. The only difference is that Formulation (4) is optimized
when condition
∑t
i=0 γ
ir′i >
∑t
i=0 γ
iri is satisfied. In this way, our model is optimized by its
previous knowledge without additional supervision. Thus we call this method Adversarial Self-
Correction(ASC). Generally, piθ is optimized to make Dφ more difficult to distinguish τˆ and τ ′,
while Dφ is optimized adversarially to recover contexts from the trajectories correctly. We further
provide details for CDAN in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 3: Mazes in our dataset. The mazes have different size, shape, and complexity.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experiment Setup
Our environment is complex since it combines continuous control, maze navigation, and continual
learning. Figure 3 shows 4 mazes in the Continual Ant Maze environment with different sizes. In
each task, a robot starts from an fixed initial point with a random pose, being instructed to navigate to
a fixed goal.
To train the reinforcement model, Duan et al. [6] propose a sparse reward function, which is 1 if the
agent reaches the goal and 0 elsewise. However, this reward function is impractical because it cannot
provide sufficient training signals. To address this problem, we propose a denser reward function as
follows:
r = d(pt, g)− d(pt+1, g)− η, (5)
where r is per step reward, g is the position of the goal. d(pt, g) stands for the shortest distance
from point pt at time t to g, and η is a time punishment term encourages model to reach the goal
quicker. This reward function measures how much agent shorten its distance to the goal for every step.
Experiments show that it is facilitate training since the agent receives a clear optimization direction
even though it is far away from the goal at the early stage.
Most of the works regard reinforcement learning problems as reward maximization problems, where
the reward also serves as the primary indicator of performance. As demonstrated in [6], for example,
the evaluation metric is defined as the mean reward of the whole trajectory. In this work, however, we
propose a more intuitive metric considering every tasks to reflect the performance of each model. In
testing, a robot starts at the same position with random poses. The robot stops if it touches the goal
area or time limit exceeds. Shorten distance(SD) are calculated for each tasks by how much distance
the robot shortens at the end of each episode. Overall, we propose a metric called normalized shorten
distance (NSD) to evaluate the performances of each model,
NSD =
1
NT
N∑
i=1
T∑
j=1
d(pi0, g
i)− d(pi,jn , gi)
d(pi0, g
i)
. (6)
N stands for the number of tasks, and T stands for the number of trajectories. Goal point gi and
start point pi0 do not change over trajectories for the same tasks. p
i,j
n stands for the last position of
trajectory j.
Implementation Details Motivated by recent research [1], we train a model from easy mazes to hard
mazes incrementally. We use PPO algorithm to implement our baseline since it is more robust and
more data efficient compared with A3C. Baseline model concatenates task information c with every
state st and then feeds it to policy network as input.
In our implementation, we sample trajectories with a maximum length of 2048. piθ is optimized by
PPO with batch size 32 and learning rate 0.001. The discounted reward factor γ is 0.99 and clip range
is 0.2. We fix the length of discriminator input to 100 and the length of self-correction to 100 as well.
All models are trained for 1e6 time steps in total. Every training process costs 2 days of experience
on a Titan X GPU device.
4.2 Results and Discussions
In this section, we focus on answering the following questions. (i) Does our baseline be sufficiently
trained. (ii) Is diversity exploration effective and be helpful to solve catastrophic forgetting. (iii)
How do diversity exploration and self-correction benefit with each other and improve performance.
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Figure 4: Training and testing results in our environment. (a) compares the training rewards between
our reward function and original reward function applied on same model. (b) shows the policy entropy
during training between baseline and model with diversity exploration. (c) compares the training
rewards between a model trained by diversity and self-correction and a model with diversity only.
Baseline Figure 4(a) illustrates our baseline algorithm trained with different reward functions. The
training reward of our baseline increases fast at early steps and converges after 8000 steps. Results
suggest that our baseline is sufficiently trained, and our reward function makes the model converge
faster and perform better.
Diversity Exploration To understand how diversity exploration benefits our model, we compare
the trajectories obtained by sampling from robots that are put in an empty square. We visualize
trajectories sampled from same task condition with same color and trajectories sampled from different
conditions with different colors. We can see from Figure 5 that trajectories sampled from a model
trained by diversity exploration are scattered broadly while trajectories from the same tasks are
gathered. It indicates that skills belong to the same class are similar and skills from different classes
are distinguishable. By diversity exploration, the model learns to behave differently with respect to
different task conditions. The correlation between task information and skills has been successfully
increased.
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Figure 5: Trajectories sampled from baseline and
baseline+DE in different tasks. Same color stands
for trajectories sampled from same tasks.
We also show how diversity exploration effects
our training process. As Figure 4(b) shows, the
two models have no policy entropy difference
at the very beginning since policies in the early
stages are close to random policy. After learning
some skills, the model with diversity exploration
has higher policy entropy during the training
process. Higher policy entropy encourages the
model to explore temporal-action space more
sufficiently and try more skills.
Self-Correction We evaluate the effectiveness
of the self-correction objective. We first inves-
tigate how rewards increase in the training pro-
cess. We compare two models with the same
hyperparameter, one uses the self-correction objective to work with diversity exploration while the
other is optimized by diversity objective only. Figure 4(c) clearly demonstrates that performance can
be significantly improved by self-correction in the latter stages of the training process. This indicates
that experience replay is critical since the model can learn from good previous experiences to correct
its skills.
To show how our method benefits from self-correction, we run model in different mazes and visualize
the collected trajectories in Figure 6. In the square maze, trajectories from the baseline model
are more disorganized. The baseline model does not have a clear mode of behavior so that its
trajectories scattered in a large area. By diversity exploration, the model learns to perform a small set
of determined skills under the specific task condition, which is why trajectories are more concentrated.
For model combined with diversity and self-correction, skills are more certain, and the robot has a
higher rate of success. In the second maze, the baseline model and model with diversity tend to get
stuck in the lower left corner. Model equipped with self-correction, however, is more likely to go to
the right place.
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Figure 6: The trajectories of different models. We visualize the trajectories of three models in the
testing phase. For each maze, the blue point is the starting point, and the red star is the goal point. A
robot stops when it "touches" the goal.
Table 1: Shorten distance (SD) for each maze and NSD in total. Tested models include baseline,
model with diversity exploration (DE) only, model with self-correction (ASC) only and model
combined with diversity exploration and self-correction (DE+ASC).
line corner 1 corner 2 square 1 square 2 maze 1 maze 2 % NSD reward
distance 8.00 8.00 16.00 8.00 12.00 16.00 16.00 - -
baseline 5.38 5.13 10.42 5.83 9.68 2.55 4.27 57.87 1.16
DE 6.16 6.24 9.28 5.99 9.55 3.84 3.26 61.50 1.44
SC 6.03 7.03 11.85 6.99 9.85 2.61 4.66 66.41 1.57
DE+SC 6.64 6.98 12.04 7.21 10.36 4.00 10.74 76.22 1.77
Lastly, we compare shorten distance (SD) for each maze and normalized shorten distance (NSD) in
total with respect to four models, baseline, model with diversity exploration (DE) only, the model
with self-correction (ASC) only and model combined with diversity exploration and self-correction
(DE+ASC). We collect 50 trajectories for every model per maze. From Table 1, both diversity
exploration and self-correction methods benefit the procedure of continual reinforcement learning.
Furthermore, the two methods are remarkably reciprocal, especially in complex mazes like maze 1
and maze 2. The model combined with two methods achieves a great improvement and outperforms
the rest of them.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the model CDAN to relieve the problem of continuous reinforcement
learning in the continuous control domain. Firstly, we consider boosting the correlation between
task information and policy skill. Then we introduce the adversarial self-correction method to solve
catastrophic forgetting. Specifically, we integrate diversity exploration and adversarial self-correction
into an end-to-end framework. We demonstrate the effectiveness of each part and how they exploit
mutual benefits in our experiments.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work that focuses on continual reinforcement learning in
continuous control domain. Due to the limit of time and device, we only conduct experiments on a
few tasks with simple maze structures. In the future, we plan to apply our model to more complex
environments and more tasks.
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